Introduction Background
Since the niid-1970s, the Department of Defense (DOD) has pursued a strategy of increasing the energy efficiency of its buildings, both in new designs and in^ existing facilities. While designers have effectively produced more energyefficient buildings, they are also under constant pressxu-e to reduce facility deliv¬ ery times, first cost, and maintenance requirements. At the same time, they must address design considerations such as aesthetics, indoor air quality, and occupant comfort-all factors that can be at odds with minimtim energy con¬ sumption. For these reasons, energy efficiency is a chronic problem that depends on continued determined efforts to achieve DoD goals.
While popular sentiment may hold that the "energy crisis" is over, the emphasis from the Federal Government remains. Executive Orders (EOs) have repeatedly set energy reduction goals. In 1998-1999 alone, three EOs were issued that di¬ rectly or indirectly relate to the problem of energy consumption in bxiildings. EO 13123, "Greening the Government through Energy Efficient Management," has the most obvious and direct correlation with energy-efficient building design.
This EO also emphasizes "Sustainable Design" principles for all Federal building initiatives. EO 13101, "Greening the Government through Waste Prevention, Recycling, and Federal Acquisition," likewise challenges the building industry to consider minimizing impact to the environment during construction as well as in everyday operation. Draft EO "Developing and Promoting Biobased Products and BioEnergy" illustrates some of the continued emphasis.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USAGE) has also issued guidance and im¬ plementation documents on Sustainable Design (e.g., ETL 1110-3-491). These documents can be accessed through the USAGE website:
(http://www.hnd.usace.armv.mil/techinfo/index.htm) and recently updated design document dissemination:
(httny/www.hnd.usace.armv.mil/techinfo/misc/pubchg.pdf) Modem information technology offers efficient ways to consolidate, organize, and share the content of laws, regulations, and the guidance and implementation documents that relate to building design. Some computer programs already ex¬ ist (and others are under development) to help building designers incorporate energy-efficient design measures into new and existing buildings, and to coordi¬ nate energy-related considerations with other competing design factors. This study undertook a review of current practices and technologies that may help building designers better incorporate energy efficiency into all design phases.
Objective
The objective of this work was to review and summarize current technologies that can provide tools, techniques, and design practices to increase the energy efficiency of building designs-in new construction, and also in retrofit or remod¬ eling projects. Approach 1. Laws, EOs, regulations, and Corps guidance and implementation docximents that govern or affect the building design process, especially as it relates to energy effi¬ ciency, were reviewed. 2. A literature search was also done for recent material related to the incorporation of energy efficiency into all stages of the budding design process, and related to the coordination of energy-efficient technologies and design with other factors in the design process.
3. Software tools, techniques, and design practices that may help building designers effectively incorporate energy efficiency into building design were reviewed.
4. The results were consolidated, conclusions drawn, and recommendations made to guide the direction of future research and development in this area.
Mode of Technology Transfer
Primary mode of technology transfer will be through delivery as a MDS 2 add-on.
It is also anticipated that the material developed for this study will be published as a technical paper at one or more professional society meetings (ASHRAE, ALA and ACME). « ERDC/CERL TR-01-62 7 2 Traditional Buiiding Design
In 1998, a group of designers performed an exercise to generate a list of "best available" energy design practices (Energy Targets 1998). Dtuing a simple "brainwriting" session, 132 potential ideas were generated that would help save energy during the facility operation. However, in the same session, 59 barriers were identified that would countermand many of the energy savings. The solu¬ tion to saving energy in buildings cannot be accomplished by a single design discipHne. T3rpical design practice (such as checking a building design for energy target compHance) has used the mechanical designer/engineer as the "energy en¬ gineer" even though energy considerations cross design disciplines much as cost considerations do.
In Applying Collaborative Engineering to the Facility Delivery Process, Brucker (1998) notes that:
The Construction Document process consumes the greatest amount of time and resources, which leaves very little time for the designer to ana¬ lyze designs, check alternatives, and negotiate conflicts with other design disciplines during the schematic design phase.
Designers do the best they can, but as noted above, the current reality of the btiilding design process is that designers are overwhelmed with a plethora of changing criteria, technical letters and notes, design guides, charts, and manu¬ als. The schematic design activity is consumed with addressing these changes, which leaves little time to devote to creating an optimal, energy-efficient build¬ ing. Moreover, energy consumption is not the only consideration for an "optimal" design. Other factors in the "optimal" solution include: least life cycle cost, low¬ est first costs, least maintenance costs, and least environmental impact.
Design criteria (including, but not limited to the energy criteria discussed in the Introduction) are constantly changing. Some design shops rigorously scan for new criteria at the start of each project (Fort Worth District 1999) . With the ad¬ vent of the World Wide Web and (more recently) the Corps' techinfo site, this has become somewhat easier, although the search-and-review process is still far from automatic. "Appendix C: Internet Resoimces" includes a wide range of examples (web sites, newsgroups, email lists, and even design and analysis tools). Finding information is no longer the problem. The key challenge is to identify appropri-i ate technologies and to make decisions with respect to guidance, criteria, and the design considerations listed above.
To this end, Osborne had a vision:
My desire years ago (pre-WEB page era) was for a single DOD document with basic design criteria (all disciplines). That document would have a sub-document produced by each command that was an "errata" to the ba¬ sic document. Each end user would produce an "errata" document to the first two. A review of all documents would be generated every three years with consensus on items that should be put into the basic DOD document and each errata corrected to reflect the changes. By the way, I
also wanted a point of contact on each item of the two sub-documents.
Many times, designers need guidance on what was intended, and when revisions are made the author should be consulted. Given today's tech¬ nology, with links embedded in documents it would be easy to ask ques¬ tions by e-mail.
This vision is referenced in subsequent sections.
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The following definitions are used throughout the discussion in this chapter:
• Criteria -an established set of design guidelines
• Requirements -a set of needs generated by the client and designers
• Constraints -a set of (often conflicting) limits placed on design solutions
• Technical Solution -a means (real or virtual) of meeting requirements.
Design is the act (or art) of selecting technical solutions that meet the require¬ ments and represent the best compromise between constrsdnts. Criteria provide the rules for applying technical solutions. Stated another way, requirements and constraints are the project-specific "yardsticks" used to down-select from the universe of criteria and technical solutions.
Designers are inundated with criteria and technical solutions from many sources, formats, and types of media (paper, CD-ROM, and the Internet). Os¬ borne's vision was for someone to distill all these sources into a single work, which could be tailored to local conditions and individual preferences. This would embody the best practices of the Corps/District/Individual in a form that coxild be readily applied to satisfy the requirements and constraints of the project at hand.
Building Composer
Building Composer is a suite of tools whose functionality currently ranges fi'om creation of architectural programs to facility layout. Each of these tools has ac¬ cess to the project's criteria, which is imported from libraries that can be tailored to meet the needs of a specific client, location, or individual.
Building Composer provides the technology to take Osborne's vision one-step fur¬ ther, by injecting criteria directly into the design process, rather than providing a static reference docviment. The central concept is both simple and extremely powerful: to associate criteria with the building model.
«
The building model used by Building Composer is based on the standard devel¬ oped by the International Alliance for Interoperability (lAI). A particular crite¬ rion may apply to one or more levels in the product model (Heckel 2001 4 Collaborative Building Design Brucker (1988) observed that:
With a Collaborative Engineering (CE) approach, it is estimated that the Corps' facility delivery time will be decreased by 50 percent and the re¬ sulting facilities wiU be more useful and efficient throughout their life cy¬ cle. With CE technology, it will be possible to produce 80 percent of the construction documents, save 3 to 9 percent of the construction costs, and reduce facility delivery time from 551 to 115-214 workdays. As a conser¬ vative estimate, well-designed buildings will use 25 to 35 percent less en¬ ergy for heating and cooling during their life cycle.
The question to address here is how this can be realized to achieve our energy goals. The design process and the way in which energy aspects enter the build¬ ing design, can be likened to the Maslow "Hierarchy of Needs" (1987) . From a mechanical engineer's perspective, the basic need is to satisfy the heating and coohng requirements for the occupants. Figure 2 shows other levels. Figure 2 . Energy "hierarchy of needs."
Other disciplines' "Hierarchy of Needs" address lighting, fenestration, and archi¬ tectural requirements. When a Smart Building level has been achieved, the re¬ quirements and technologies from each discipline work in concert, such that the architect's daylighting scheme provide sufficient general illumination that occu¬ pants supplement with the electrical engineer's task lighting. This in turn re¬ duces the mechanical engineer's cooling load, and so forth.
While regulations and executive orders (such as EO 13123) emphasize energy efficiency, other emphases are placed on rapid design delivery and reduced de¬ sign costs, which can conflict with the energy emphasis. Thus, as described in the section on Traditional Building Design, current practice typically does not reach much above level 1 (basic needs) or at best level 2 (latest technology) in each discipline's hierarchy.
Achieving any higher level requires collaboration among the disciplines. Ideally, this collaboration shoxild occior as early as possible in the design process. The current trend towards conducting "charrettes" fills this need perfectly. A charrette is an intense period of development in which professionals work closely with the client to determine requirements. Planning charrettes are used to de¬ velop the fimctional requirements for a project. Design charrettes are used to rapidly develop conceptual solutions. The basic premise is that by involving the client in key design decisions, there will be fewer changes during the detailed design phase, reducing design time, cost and increasing the quality of the btult product. Design charrettes have been used successfully to achieve more optimal goals for the building (Green Building Report, http://www.facihtiesnet.com).
However, this technique may increase P&D (Planning and Design) costs, which is at odds with the emphasis on cost minimization.
It is generally accepted that charrettes increase customer satisfaction, but it re¬ mains to be seen if the reduction in changes during detailed design will offset the additional effort during preliminary design. 
Energy-10
Energy-10 is a product of U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), National Renew¬ able Engineering Laboratory (NREL). This tool is marketed by the Svistainable Buildings Industrial Council and benefits fi"om regular upgrades and revisions.
Its main strength is that it is easy to use, such that it has become well accepted in the architectural community. There are currently over 1200 registered users throughout the world. Figure 3 shows how Energy-10 can be used throughout the design process. The designer sets up an initial "base case" and generates a "low-energy case." This can then be used to compare several strategies (selected automatically or by the designer) using full-year simulations. Strategies may be ranked by energy us¬ age, energy cost, etc. This step is used to set the performance goals for the de¬ sign. During design, actual building configurations can be checked and sensitiv¬ ity feedback given to the energy designer (note that an "energy expert" is not required). These studies can help define the final strategies. After the design is well set, performance can be compared with the original goals. As currently configured (two zones, minimal geometric representation), Energy-10 is very useful. However, enhancing the ciurent scheme to address more com¬ plex buildings and architectures will result in a cumbersome data entry problem for users. Plans are underway to support complex architecture though a graphi¬ cal entry interface. Though that will be useful, it may become burdensome as designers will now have to enter these graphics in two systems: first in Energy-10 and then later in the Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) system that will pro¬ duce the construction documents.
Integrating with CAD Systems
A recent study (Vogelsang 1998) The duplication of effort in producing (and maintaining the consistency of) CAD geometry and an energy analysis model has been a key barrier to widespread acceptance of detailed energy analysis tools such as the Building Loads and Sys¬ tem Thermodynamics System (BLAST) (Nemeth 1993) , and DOE2. Ideally, pro¬ grams such as these should be able to converse with CAD systems and vice versa. Two emerging technologies show promise for solving this problem; CAD tools are becoming model-based, and international standards are being devel¬ oped to exchange information between these types of tools.
Model-Based Design
In a recent survey (Lam et al. 1999) , it was noted that one of the limitations of current building sinjulation tools was lack of integration with Computer Aided Design and Drafting (CAD) systems. Historically, the barrier to this integration was that CAD models consist of simple geometric primitives such as lines and arcs while energy analysis applications make use of more specialized models.
Humans excel at feature recognition, and are able to interpret groups of CAD primitives as walls, windows, and zones needed for energy analysis. Automating this capability is a challenging computer science problem due to seemingly minor differences in drawing styles. For example, the lines representing the comer of a room might not quite intersect, or they might be drawn using a color or layer/level reserved for plumbing.
The first mainstream CAD application to support more sophisticated models was Release 14 of Autodesk's AutoCAD ™ (R14). When R14 was released in dime of 1997, it included ObjectARX (AutoCAD Rxmtime Extension) technology, a C++ variant for the development of custom applications. ObjectARX provided the means to create object-oriented models within the CAD environment. GDL is a soUd modeling programming language that predates ObjectARX. Ar¬ chiCAD models are composed of a limited number of architectural objects such as walls, slabs, and roofs, but the only way to store "non-CAD" data is through links to relational databases; the mechanism exists, but the content is not developed.
Similarly, Autodesk's solution is an industry-specific extension to ObjectARX that includes architectural objects ranging from ceiling grids to walls, called the "AEC Object Modeling Framework" (OMF). OMF does not contain "non-CAD" data, and there are restrictions against extending OMF, even without the re-i strictions we are left with a mechanism, but not content. Bentley has yet to de¬ liver their solution, the Engineering Component Model (ECM), so the author re¬ serves judgment on how well it will support energy analysis data reqviirements.
Interoperability Standards
So where does the content to support integration come from? The most expedi¬ tious way to exchange information between a single CAD application and a sin¬ gle energy analysis tool is to develop a custom interface (Figure 9 ). This inter¬ face can be tailored to take advantage of the particular information requirements and exchange mechanisms of the two applications. Of particular interest is EnergyPlus. This state-of-the-art energy analysis en¬ gine is designed to be integrated into applications created by independent thirdparty developers. EnergyPlus includes the ability to read building geometry from IFC models, greatly reducing the effort to perform energy analysis simula¬ tions.
While this integration will clearly make the simulation tools more accessible to designers, it does have potential drawbacks. First, there may be a tendency to "take the building structure" from the CAD system and "throw it into the simu¬ lation tool." While this will provide the most accurate results, it may also re¬ quire substantially more effort on the part of the user to set up than the simple two-zone model used by Energy-10. Second, modeling every nook and cranny of a building will make the simulation tool work harder. If a designer wants to per¬ form several alternative studies (such as those that Energy-10 does automati¬ cally), the time required to complete the simulation could become excessive.
One of the strengths of the IFC model is that it explicitly models spaces. Most CAD systems are geometry-centered; they have little need for abstract concepts like space. By contrast, spaces are a critical part of most energy analysis models, as they serve as a place to reference set points and other comfort parameters, occupancy, internal loads etc. The IFC model supports both perspectives, reduc¬ ing the likelihood that the entire building structure will be thrown into the simu¬ lation tool. These three capabihties can be combined to provide a streamhned energy analy¬ sis capability. Building Composer cotold associate energy-related criteria with IFC spaces. A CAD tool coiild be used to model the building's geometry, and EnergyPlus cordd automatically read this information and set up an energy simula¬ tion with almost no burden on the user.
Building Design Advisor
Another tool that supports the IFC class structure is the Building Design Advi¬ sor from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Papamichael et al. (1999) de¬ scribes the Building Design Advisor (BDA) as a software environment aimed at facilitating the integrated use of mviltiple simulation tools and databases to sup¬ port informed decisions from the early stages of building design through the final specification stages. As discussed in this paper, BDA is designed to automate Performance Prediction and Performance Evaluation (Figure 13 ). As Figure 13 shows, Building Design Decisions require performance prediction and evaluation with respect to multiple metrics. Since different performance evaluations will be done with differing software, communicating the building model to each of these can be simplified if all the software programs conform to some standard input and output procedures (such as lAI IFC).
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Conclusions
This study has used two readily available, Government-sponsored energy analy¬ sis tools to illustrate how designers could identify energy-efficient concepts for inclusion in their building designs. Both of these tools use the tactic of compar¬ ing alternative building configurations to assist the designer in determining which energy saving features to incorporate. These tools are unique in the mar¬ ketplace-^there are no (known) similarly configured commercially available software applications that do this function. Most commercially available tools may let the user choose different configurations, but they will not typically re¬ cord the alternative path was used to achieve the final result (i.e., compare the differences in the buildings considered).
This study concludes that automation can help the building designer(s) achieve more energy-efficient buildings. However, it is not necessarily an easy task.
Building configurations are quite complex; the interactions of various energy¬ consuming pieces of the building are not obvious without extensive analysis. De¬ signers find it difficult to keep up with all the new, potential technologies-let alone then analyzing each building for optimal energy usage.
This study has identified two key technologies to help overcome these barriers.
First, integrating energy analysis tools with CAD applications can reduce the effort required to perform energy analysis. This integration is being supported by two trends, model-based CAD applications and standards like lAI's Industry Foundation Classes, which support interoperabiUty between AEC tools. Second, criteria-based design tools such as Building Composer provide a conduit for or¬ ganizations to deploy energy-efficient strategies. This technology enables crite¬ ria such as target energy budgets, preferred lighting, HVAC, and exterior enclo¬ sure systems to be automatically incorporated into building design, improving energy efficiency and saving the designer precious time.
A powerful capability emerges from using interoperability standards to umte cri¬ teria-based design, model-based CAD and software that helps identify energyefficient alternatives. The intelligent defaialts (criteria) and building model (ge¬ ometry) provide the detailed information required for energy analysis at an early design stage, rather than after major decisions have already been made. The identification of energy-saving alternatives at this crucial early design stage al¬ lows the architect to easily incorporate energy saving design features. Dining the February 1998 meeting with the designers, a quick 15-minute session identified 59 barriers that the designers could feature as barriers to implementa¬ tion of any "best available" idea in energy-efficient buildings. Most of the barri¬ ers are systemic in the DOD. Overcoming these barriers is not as simple as "mandating" energy efficiency.
Value Engineering Program
Value Engineering is a common scapegoat throughout the three services. In con¬ cept, the value engineering program is good; it helps maintain the checks and balances for a construction project. However, it is commonly viewed as a hin¬ drance for new technologies, partictdarly energy projects where the savings comes from the life cycle of the facility rather than first costs. Reality. There is generally no disagreement that value engineering has tradi¬ tionally been perceived to be a program to reduce first costs and inconsistent with life-cycle cost concepts. Program emphasis in recent years, however, has included life-cycle cost considerations."
Several Value Engineering Studies are available on the CCB. Reviewing them revealed that life cycle cost studies were being performed, but that they were not using the provisions of 10CFR436 to perform the life cycle cost studies for energy related projects.
For example, a VE Study of an Enlisted Personnel Barracks study proposes re¬ placing a gas-fired water heater with instantaneous electric water heaters, notes that a disadvantage of the electric is a "higher cost energy to heat the water" but the life cycle analysis does not take anything into accoxmt other than first costs.
On the other hand, the same study suggests using LowE Glass rather than the design double pane tinted windows even though higher first costs would result.
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The study also notes that energy calculations shoxild be performed for this op¬ tion).
Source/Reference: Barrier-from common designer folklore. Details from Value
Engineering Studies on CCB.
Complexity of New Technology i
New technologies may confuse the maintenance/instedlation personnel even though these technologies may be more energy-efficient and require less mainte¬ nance.
Various new technologies have been tried before their time (e.g., occupancy sen¬ sors) and have been found wanting. Having this "bad rap" makes installations less likely to try them again-due to occupant complaints.
Emphasis Inhibits Collaboration
Design charrette teams have been shown to tremendously impact the final na¬ ture of designs. However, these teams t3q)ically cost more P&D (Planning and Design) dollars-a subject that is not popular in DOD design organizations.
Lack of Incentive for Saving Energy
Fuel costs are still low. Emphasis is still on decreased first costs rather than minimizing life cycle costs. Energy savings strategies were taken many times without regard to occupant comfort in the late 1970s-no one wants that to hap¬ pen again.
Increased First Costs
Energy-efficient opportunities may increase first costs, but decrease life cycle costs. Emphasis is still on keeping first costs minimized, within the pro¬ grammed amount (PA).
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Increased Maintenance Costs Some opportunities may appear to increase maintenance costs or require more maintenance. These, fortunately, are fewer but still may have this reputation.
In the high efficiency boiler example, we can see that decreased maintenance will result as will using CFLs.
Saving Energy vs. Saving Money
Some energy opportunities will save a lot of money but not save energy (e.g..
Peak Shaving or Ice Storage systems).
